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Subcommittee on Actuarial Standards 
Hyderabad, India – November 12 and 14, 2009 

Minutes 
 
 
 
Attendees on the 12th or 14th:  Gunn Albertson (Norway), Thomas Behar (France), Guy 
Castagnoli (Switzerland), Morris Chambers (Canada), Micheline Dionne (Canada), Jim Doherty 
(Canada),  Alexander Dollhopf (Sweden), Mary Downs (U.S.), Stefan Engeländer (Germany), 
Dave Finnis (Australia), Mark Freedman (U.S.), Jacqueline Friedland (Canada), Sam Gutterman 
(U.S., Chair of Insurance Accounting Committee), Burt Jay (U.S.), Kouichi Kojima (Japan), 
Kurt Lambrechts (Belgium), Chris Lewis (Australia), Katy Martin (IAA Secretariat), Bob 
Miccolis (U.S.), Jim Milholland (U.S.), Yoshio Nakamura (Japan), Riccardo Ottaviani (Italy), G 
Sarma (India), A. David Pelletier (Canada), Ana Martins Pereira (Portugal), Godfrey Perrott 
(U.S.), Thomas Ringstead (Denmark), John Poole (India), Henry Siegel (U.S.), Yoshihiro 
Takahashi (Japan), Arseny Timakov (Russia), Doug van Dam (U.S.), Charles Vincensini 
(France), Derek Wright (U.K.). 
 
 
November 12 
 
1. Introductions were made of attendees and the agenda was reviewed and agreed to.  Sam 

Gutterman chaired the meeting, due to the absence of David Congram and Francis Ruygt.  
 

2. The minutes of the Tallinn meeting were approved. 
 

3. The Subcommittee Activity Report was reviewed, with major projects to be covered at this 
meeting including: 

a. Letter of Intent to change current IASP 2 and draft template for future IASPs – a joint 
effort with the Professionalism Committee 

b. Stochastic Modeling Book 
c. Translation of current IASPs 
d. Internal Models – the Insurance Regulation Committee will finalize their draft 

relating to capital assessment in the near future.  No discussion of it occurred.  
e. Plan for Insurance phase 2 IASPs 

 
4. Held a brief discussion of the subcommittee’s new Terms of Reference – minor changes have 

been made to the previous version, including reference to International Actuarial Notes 
(IANs) and the new format for TORs. 
 

5. Status of Stochastic Modeling Book.  We have received a final text from Milliman, the 
author team, while waiting for the final version of accompanying Excel charts.  Next step is 
final typesetting/formatting and posting online in the next four weeks or so.  Viewing online 
is expected to be free but printing will require a nominal fee.  A paper version is expected to 
be available in January and will be sold for a modest cost.  CAS concerns have been 
addressed, with a signoff from all APOG members.  The APOG held a rigorous discussion of 

http://www.actuaries.org/CTTEES_ACTSTD/Minutes/Tallinn_EN.pdf�
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the title and a final title has been settled on – Stochastic Modeling: Theory and Reality from 
an Actuarial Perspective.  A summary of the book was presented recently at both Mexican 
and SOA meetings in the last two months; a template PowerPoint presentation will be made 
available for other associations.  The marketing of the book will be discussed on the 14th, as 
will the desirability of tackling another topic.  In addition, simultaneous discussion of the 
Risk Margins paper will be held.   
 

6. A discussion was held on the proposed revision of IASP 2, Actuarial Practice.  Sam 
provided a short history of the IASP and its current joint status with the IAA Pensions and 
Employee Benefits Committee.  The next stage is to decide whether to revise the IASP and 
whether it should become an IASP or an IAN.  Held a discussion of the proposed approach to 
take in developing a Letter of Intent (LOI) for IASP 2 that has to be approved by the IAA 
Council prior to commencement of its development.  A small task force had been formed to 
prepare this LOI in accordance with due process rules.  Currently IASP 2 is an old version 
IASP similar in intent and language to the new IAN.  The subcommittee will discuss later in 
the agenda the development of a model IASP template by the Professionalism Committee.  
The issue is whether to incorporate the current IASP 2 into either the IASP or IAN template 
(discussions regarding the new IAN template will begin after the IASP template has been 
agreed to).  The intention was to develop it to be one or more IASPs, although several 
important issues remain to be decided upon, such as what material should be placed in which 
IASP or IAN on this topic.  The current version of the LOI has the subcommittee being the 
responsible IAA group designated to draft it, in conjunction with the Pensions and Employee 
Benefits Committee.   
 
We will have decide whether to start from scratch or primarily redraft the current contents, 
possibly separating it into parts to become either IASPs or IANs and whether these would be 
drafted by this subcommittee or other committees (Letter A or Letter B).  The 
Professionalism Committee is discussing whether or not IASPs and IANs should be single 
topic.  The results of our discussion will be provided to the Professionalism Committee to 
help them in their deliberations.  
Comments made included: 

a. This is a strategic discussion for the IAA (i.e., whether to have IASPs) 
b. IASP 2 was developed as a combined basis to also address various aspects of 

actuarial practice under IFRS.  The LOI needs to include a justification for moving 
ahead with an IASP.  It will be discussed at our Cape Town meeting.  

c. A reason to prepare an IASP (or a several IASPs and IANs) is to maintain the 
credibility of the actuarial profession and of the IAA in particular.  We have now 
established our credibility with the IASB and we need to maintain it. 

d. Much of insurance is become dominated by multi-national companies.  It would be 
desirable for these companies to look to a single international actuarial standard rather 
than multiple different ones. 

e. The IAA has received several requests for guidance on some specific topics (several 
of which are currently part of IASP 2). 

f. There was no specific discussion as the whether or how to separate it into parts, 
although it was noted that the Professionalism Committee has expressed a desire to 
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split it into topics, e.g., data, communication models, by being more general and not 
specific to IFRS practice.  

g. If an IASP is developed, a national association could choose to adopt some or all of 
the IASP. 

h. Taking an attitude that we cannot do it may doom us to not doing anything. 
i. The profession will benefit from an international model, including IAS, even if not all 

countries can implement them because of local custom or laws. 
j. Some non-actuaries may not want actuaries to set standards that are an interpretation 

of IFRS; as a result, we must be quite careful in its development.  
k. A professional body needs standards or there is nothing to discipline a member 

against (but note that this could always be done against the code of conduct).   
l. If an actuary is working in a different country that where the actuary is a member, 

he/she may not know the standard to apply in that different country.  Having a model 
sets a baseline level of expected standard of work.  The Professionalism Committee is 
currently discussing this issue. 

m. It helps the profession to be more effective by having a model standard so that work 
done in different countries might be compared, even if the model standard is not a 
professional standard in a particular country. 

n. Other professions and international regulatory bodies have developed or are 
developing model standards.  Actuaries should develop model standards as part of 
sustaining the profession as a profession. 

o. We urgently need a high quality standard(s) for the application of IFRS.  We need to 
focus on single topic standards; otherwise it may/will take too long to produce a 
model standard to meet the need for all of the individual topics. 

p. An important issue to consider is accessibility and ease of use for the individual 
actuary, that may lead to a single standard that would be less complex.   

q. Single topic standards are easier for local associations to adopt and update. 
r. The Groupe Consultative is in the process of developing a model standard copied 

from US and European models on communications for possible use in conjunction 
with Solvency II.  [On the next day at the Presidents Forum meeting, some discussion 
of a move to a mandatory IAA standard was held.] 

s. The Indian association would find it useful to have model international standards to 
refer to.  India currently looks at standards at other countries to develop their 
standards.  The Institute of Actuaries of India would prefer to point to international 
model standards rather than a specific countries standards to support their position. 

t. It was anticipated that the subcommittee would develop IANs, but at a later date and 
in conjunction with phase 2 of the Insurance Contracts project. 

u. The IAA does not have the authority to issue interpretations of IFRSs. 
v. Does not believe the IAA should have a standard on IFRS because it would not be 

needed everywhere in the world, since IFRS will not be completely global (although 
it will be close). 

w. It is rare that standards deal with topics that are governed by law. 
x. Interpretations of IFRS will have to be developed by individual preparers of IFRS 

statements.  Actuaries should be provided relevant guidance to help them in their role 
related to IFRS statements.  This is so that the individual actuary does not have to 
reinvent appropriate approaches, thus likely to result in further differences in practice. 
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y. Current draft version A covers both insurance and employee benefits practice for 
IFRS, while draft version B deals only with insurance.  A majority, but not a 
consensus of those attending appeared to lean toward the further development of A. 

z. Many of the topics covered under a standard would be common across practice areas. 
aa. A discussant was in favour of practical reasons Pensions & Employee Benefits will 

have separate standards from insurance standards because IFRS standards are 
separate for these areas.  Others disagreed, consistent with the joint status of current 
IASP 2. 

bb. Experience in Australia was discussed where they tried to come up with a standard 
that would be limited to meeting legislative requirements did not work out.  In the 
end, they found that a standard that dealt with actuarial practice and principles was 
more appropriate than one dealing with just the detailed law. 

cc. Standards need to be general rather than specific in nature because actuaries will 
apply the general principles in specific circumstances.  In general there was support 
for a principles-based standard. 

dd. It is easier to write a standard where only one group was involved in the drafting, 
rather than having a joint task force with representatives from multiple committees.  
The other committees than can adopt or suggest changes in the first committee's 
work. 

ee. It is unlikely that, as actuaries, we would put too much into one standard. 
ff. We are only going to put into a standard items that can be agreed upon, which will 

tend to limit the breadth of the standard. 
gg. However, the IASPs would need to be specific enough that it could be used to 

discipline a member. 
hh. The consensus of those attending was that actuarial standards will be needed for 

actuaries practicing under IFRS.  The subcommittee did not hold a formal vote, as 
there was not a final paper to approve.  There was no discussion of precisely how 
many IASPs would be developed.  The view was expressed that this should remain 
open in the LOI until the IASP was being developed.   

ii. Next steps – the LOI and the template will be discussed by the Professionalism 
Committee on the 14th.  We will also discuss the various aspects of the LOI effort in 
the joint meeting with the Pensions and Employee Benefits Committee on the 14th.   
We will proceed to develop a LOI for presentation at Council in Cape Town.  

 
 
November 14 
 
7. (Current) IASPs 3-13  
 

Do these all become IANs or should any be thrown out? Answer may be that they all still 
stay. In process of review, if we discover that it is no longer needed, then it can be 
recommended for removal. 
• It was noted that it is not a trivial process to reformat these documents. 
• How much effort do we want to put into this? 
• Can they all be wrapped around a single memo that changes them from the old IASPs 

to new IANs? 
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• Can we simply change the cover page and do other easy fixes? 
 

Jim Milholland suggested that we pick one and make the necessary changes if we believe 
that the effort required to make needed changes will be worthwhile. 

 
Jim Doherty referred to notes from Tallinn – the following is an extract from those 
minutes: 

 
Had a discussion about: “What should be done about the current IASP 3-12?” It was 
observed that the first priority of the Subcommittee should be to address IASP 2 and 
Insurance Contracts Phase 2 issues.  The options for the current IASP 3-12 appear to 
include 

1. leave these IASPs as is; 
2. keep their content the same, but include a new cover page describing that they 

are IANs; and/or  
3. put a description of their nature on the website.   

 
Comments made during discussion indicated this was a question for the Professionalism 
committee to decide and not our Subcommittee. Nevertheless, the Professionalism 
Committee has asked the Subcommittee what is our position on this question. After 
discussion, we agreed that the website be updated to clarify that current IASPs 2-12 are 
educational notes and that changes to the cover page be made once the Professionalism 
committee provides direction as to what should be included. 

 
Jacque suggested that we start with the IASP 3, Classification of Contracts 
 
Jacque and Mark F and Derek (leader) – timing would be to have this ready for South Africa 
(30 days before) – Jacque will ask Katy for the Word document. 

 
8. IASP 2 

 
IASP 2 – Option A.  The Professionalism Committee is moving toward making the new 
IASP address more general topics.  As a result, the new version may remove references to 
IFRS. 
 
The subcommittee discussed the question of whether there is another IAA committee that 
should be writing such general standards.  The decision was made that, at least as of now, to 
move ahead under the name of insurance accounting and pension accounting committees just 
to keep it moving.  Although the letter of intent should be specific to insurance and pension 
accounting under IFRS, Council could broaden scope to other areas (regulatory, reinsurance, 
etc.) if they choose to do so.  We will have to complete the final version of IASP by the first 
week in January to get onto the Cape Town 60-day agenda.  
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9. Marketing of IAA Generated Materials 
 
Marketing of stochastic book – brainstorming for ideas 

a) Develop a formal marketing plan 
b) Promote book and actively pursue sales 
c) This could be the first of a series of books/monographs on actuarial methods and related 

issues 
d) Contact Admissions VP, Eligibility VPs, etc. of the various actuarial organizations 
e) Presentations at actuarial meetings and conferences (Sam has presentation document – 

there is a general segment and 2 case studies) – can be offered at meetings of national 
organizations and affiliates 

f) Contact all universities with actuarial programs (Katy should have this list) 
g) Electronic fliers to actuaries 
h) Articles in actuarial newsletters – create a similar article for all magazines/periodicals – 

this article should be available from day one – i.e., need now – should make use of the 
oversight group, as David is putting huge amount of resources and personal effort  

i) Get additional representatives from our subcommittee to assist with marketing (Dave and 
Jim Doherty volunteered) 

j) Education Committee of UK body is aware of book 
k) Australia – a university has been involved in peer review, with a good chance that it will 

be incorporated in to the overall education requirements in Australia 
l) An initial print run of 2,000 hard copies 
m) Need point person/contact with each member actuarial organization to more effectively 

encourage distribution 
n) On Katy’s agenda (per David Finnis) 
o) Place press release and order form on IAA website 
p) Keep track of presentations made and articles published or e-published 
q) Have active website for book  
r) May want to brand it – for example, in the presentation that Sam made, put an IAA 

identifier (e.g., logo) on the first 19 pages  
s) We will likely want to add extensions to the book – possibly new case studies.  These 

would not need to be done by the original authors since IAA owns copyright – these may 
be country-specific case studies. 

t) Question asked: Could this be turned into web-based training? Like an internet module? 
Potential for future, alternative approaches – could involve educators as well.  Will 
pursue with member associations with elearning experience 

u) The monograph does have excel files accompanying the case studies 
v) Need feedback mechanism regarding its use, particularly from committee and 

subcommittee members 
w) The IAA point person should be Katy. 

 
Risk Margins paper 
 
A similar discussion was conducted regarding our Risk Margins paper. 

a) Should the marketing method used be similar to that of the stochastic modeling book? 
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b) Although the paper did not go through the same review process as the book did, it did go 
through two public exposure drafts.  

c) Henry indicated that it was not designed to be an authoritative text, rather it was a 
research paper 

d) According to Bob Miccolis, some of it is now somewhat dated, especially references to 
IASB and IAIS developments 

e) Let Admissions VPs, Eligibility VPs, etc., of actuarial organizations know that it is 
available 

f) May need to slice and dice it, and use parts of it as appropriate and as applicable – 
educational committees will make the call on its use 

g) Can be incorporated as educational notes of member organizations (like the Canadian 
Institute of Actuaries has done for P&C insurance margins for adverse deviation 

h) More of an “awareness campaign” rather than for promotion and sale (i.e., not a hard 
sale, but rather to make sure everyone knows it is available) 

 
10. Do we undertake a new book (monograph) project?  
 
100% of respondents to the committee's Zoomerang survey responded yes to a similar effort. 
 
Why do we think our Stochastic Modeling book will be such a success and should be duplicated 
before it has been published?  New insurance financial reporting requirements around the world 
have led to modeling requirements that were greater than what we had available educational 
material to support – thus, such an effort was needed and timely. 
 
What is the next needed topic?  Who will take the role that David Congram took for the 
Stochastic Modeling book and drive the process and get sponsorship or will the next project 
different? 
 
The answer given was that we should undertake further educational efforts – but next question is 
what area? 

a) The Zoomerang survey indicated that the most popular topic of those responding 
involved the area of discount rates 

b) Almost all of the questions raised at Sam's Presidents Forum presentation on the 
insurance project concerned discount rates 

c) IASB is not expected to provide detailed guidance or specify techniques regarding 
discount rates, which raises the question of where is guidance or assistance going to come 
from? 

d) There are UK professionals, not necessarily actuaries, who are providing some black box 
response to this issue 

e) Sam’s concern is that we (insurance and pension accounting committees) have not nailed 
down our own opinions on what or how an actuary should determine discount rates; this 
issue is not a simple one, but by the time the work actually will begin on it, some further 
direction may have become available 

f) Mark Freedman referred to the American Academy of Actuaries' paper on discounting, 
attached to the agenda; Sam noted that its scope was relatively narrow in relation to the 
wide range of possible discount rate issues. 
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Assuming that we will proceed, the discussion then turned to determine how we best address this 
topic.  One thing is that we cannot develop just another black box or approach that is too 
theoretical in nature.   
 
The following are the points raised regarding the topic of discount rates: 

a) Henry – What should the title be, what will it contain, how can you write it without 
knowing what standard the IASB will have, what is the real topic?  Something on 
discount rates, yes – but need more specificity than that before beginning an educational 
project.  

b) Sam – it may take several iterations to refine (just as the stochastic modeling RFP took 
multiple iterations before it was finalized) – it will also be refined by the responders to 
RFP. 

c) Mark – if we are going to include within the scope the pension area, then we need to 
work with them on RFP. 

d) Dave – before leaping into this issue, we should spend more time evaluating the process 
used for the stochastic book development – he reviewed history/series of developments 
with the stochastic text.  He is concerned about leaping into subject matter, as there is a 
need to build up the rationale for it before jumping into it.  This covers what is the scope, 
what are the objectives, and how should we go about doing it? 

e) Sam – we do need to ensure we understand our objectives prior to issuing an RFP. 
f) Alexander – there exist many different ways to determine discount rates, including 

traditional and market-consistent approaches; we do not simply want a summary of 
approaches that have been used over past 50 years.  We should look at this topic in an 
economic measurement sense.  Possibly we should not call it discount rates, but 
economic measurement of cash flows, or how do you measure cash flows in a market 
consistent manner.  However, now we use yield curves, and not a single discount rate. 

g) Guy – such an effort is likely to be multi-disciplined to be effective, consideration of 
duration, investment management, and enterprise risk management is needed. 

h) Sam – our committee may take the lead, but other committees are likely to want to be 
involved eventually. 

i) Jim M – timing is important, as the profession may need answers quick and this book 
could take years to develop. 

j) Sam – noted some of the types of issues that could be addressed include: how do you 
split credit vs. illiquidity elements (some finance people say it cannot be done, but the 
Bank of England has said that it can be), how to determine a proper discount rate for 
durations longer than available publicly traded securities, currency risk, credit risk  

k) Jim D – research may needed in addition to synthesis of existing material 
l) Bob M suggested that a lot has already written about discount rates.  He suggested that 

the topic of correlation and diversification effects may be more useful, i.e., looking at 
systemic risks that include highly correlated risks for which not much has been written 
about it.  Jacque supported this topic. 

o Henry indicated that a great book could be written about the history of correlation 
in financial crises over the last 20 years. Guy supported the need for a study of 
frequency of crises. 
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o Sam’s reaction was that this was great topic for one or more papers, rather than 
for a book.  He suggested that this might be a topic to go to AFIR and ask for 
them to sponsor a call for papers focusing on this issue. 

m) Jim M reminded the committee not to lose sight of the success of stochastic modeling, 
possibly due to its timeliness.  He suggested not to make the topic so big that we cannot 
deliver it to those who will need the guidance/education in a timely manner. 

 
Alexander reminded everyone that we do not have unlimited resources, particularly in view that 
our focus should be to provide guidance to the profession and industry on the upcoming 
insurance IFRS.  This topic may turn out to be a distraction, unless we believe that we can handle 
both efforts over the next year. 

• Sam was optimistic that we can handle it, as most of the work will be conducted by the 
approved author team. 

• Jim – the stochastic modeling book did not distract this group significantly – thus, he was 
not worried about this.  Let’s not ruminate too long on coming to a decision to proceed – 
let’s make it now. (Sam agreed) 

• Jacque responded to Alexander – this will actually relieve some of our burden of 
education of one of the major building blocks for measurement of insurance liabilities.  

 
There was a vote to move forward, with one no vote (Thomas R).  We will form a small group to 
proceed – Jim D volunteered to assist in the first (RFP) stage of this project. 
 
11. IASPs and IANs 
 
IASP Template and Letter of Intent (LOI) - status 
 
Overall, no conceptual concerns were raised regarding the template for future IASPs.  A final 
version should be approved by the Professionalism Committee in mid-December.  An electronic 
vote will be held as soon as possible so that it can be forwarded to Council, hopefully ready for 
Council in Cape Town. 
 
The Professionalism Committee believes that an IASP should cover only one topic, defined very 
narrowly.  The Professionalism Committee appears to be willing to have generic standards, 
possibly with specific insurance standards and pension standards although that may not be 
necessary.  Once approved, the template will be binding for all new IASPs.  No objections were 
raised regarding the issue of translation and different countries would likely translate them.   
 
Godfrey indicated that it was his view that the current draft of the proposed LOI is insufficient 
and more work is needed.  He doubts that the LOI can be ready for Cape Town (Sam disagreed).  
Godfrey pointed out that a rebuttable presumption (in part due to the subsidiarity principle) is 
needed before IASP development could proceed; that is, a higher standard than we would “like 
to produce one” is needed.   
 
The SOI must show that the required six criteria are satisfied.  The SOI must describe the 
purpose of the proposed IASP in general terms and provide a general scope of the proposed 
IASP.  The SOI must be approved by subcommittee and committee by vote, hopefully prior to 
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the 60-day Cape Town agenda (early January).  In addition, the Professionalism Committee must 
provide its opinion in a report, hopefully available by the 30 day agenda, without which Council 
action could not move forward.  Possibly the final version could be attached to the 30-day 
agenda rather than the 60-day agenda, as long as it was included as an agenda item on the later.  

 
Sam conveyed comments made at the Presidents Forum meeting that indicated that at least some 
are willing to consider mandatory (rather than model) IAA standards.  This in part is due to the 
increasingly international arena in which actuaries practice and the drive toward international 
convergence of standards in many areas (e.g., accounting, auditing, real estate and intangible 
asset appraisals).   Reference was made to developments in the area of Solvency II for which 
cross-country standards may be imposed on the profession.  Stefan reported that similar 
discussions regarding developments across Europe that might lead to IAA mandatory standards 
(Sam referred to this as a convergence process). 
 
Henry sought clarification of how nation-specific standards and EU standards would interact.  
The standards would be issued by the European Commission and would be mandatory for the 
purpose intended.  The Group Consultatif has proposed to develop a set of draft standards on 
behalf of European Commission, hoped to be issued as standards under Solvency II, but only for 
purpose of compliance with Solvency II.  It hopes that they will cover not only specific technical 
standards, but also general qualification standards.  It is their desire that all member 
organizations will adopt and make them mandatory for their members – e.g., the UK will be free 
to adopt or not adopt, but will have to apply for deviation from Solvency II.  Based on the 
proposal, the responsibility for the discipline process will reside within national actuarial 
associations.  
 
IAN Development and Management 
 
The subcommittee addressed how to proceed to develop Phase 2 IANs (and IASPs, if any).  
However the approach to be taken was not decided at this meeting, in part because we do not 
know yet what the revised IFRS 4 will consist of.  With respect to the existing IANs, some may 
be outdated, e.g., the IASP just adopted IFRS 9 that replaces a significant part of IAS 39; as a 
result, some of our existing guidance is no longer correct. 
 
Stefan indicated that we will need to consider whether current IASPs are still correct under new 
circumstances (due to IASB action).  He believes that our decision regarding whether or how to 
move the current IASPs to the new IAN style (to be determined once the IASP template is 
adopted) should be – if outdated, then do not convert, although if little effort is needed they 
might be updated. 
 
Jim M suggested that as the current ones become outdated, they might better be pulled.  Sam 
indicated that we need to evaluate what is said on our current website.  We will likely need to 
provide a warning that the actuary reviewing or following one of the current IASPs (2 - 13), the 
actuary should verify that references are still current and relevant.  We need to include a clear 
statement that since some of the IFRS/IASs have been replaced or modified, the actuary should 
review their relevance prior to implementing them.  Sam welcomed volunteers to help maintain 
the website. 
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IASPs/IANs for Insurance Contracts Phase 2 
 
The subcommittee discussed the creation of a drafting task force to be ready to work on 
educational materials as the IASB Phase 2 ED on insurance contracts project is issued.  Topics 
for IANs are needed that focus on issues for actuarial practitioners, e.g. how to adjust the 
discount rate for liquidity.   
 
Volunteers were sought to serve on the drafting team for Insurance Contracts phase 2.  Jacque 
Friedland, Jim Milholland, Jim Doherty and Stefan Engeländer volunteered. 
 
12. Translation 
 
No translation report from Mexico/Spain regarding the Spanish translation. 
 
Most of the IASPs have been translated into Japanese.  They were now working on translating 
the Risk Margins working group paper that they hope will become available by end of year 
 
The Dutch association is in the process of translating IASPs – they have completed a couple of 
them, and are now deciding of those remaining, which are worthwhile to continue and what may 
be superseded with Phase II.  The Dutch version will be for reference, as the English version is 
binding. 
 
There is no current intention to translate the Stochastic Modeling book into French. 
 
13. Next meeting – March  2010 in Cape Town. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
Mark Freedman and Jacque Friedland 
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Attendees on the 12th or 14th:  Gunn Albertson (Norway), Thomas Behar (France), Guy Castagnoli (Switzerland), Morris Chambers (Canada), Micheline Dionne (Canada), Jim Doherty (Canada),  Alexander Dollhopf (Sweden), Mary Downs (U.S.), Stefan Engeländer (Germany), Dave Finnis (Australia), Mark Freedman (U.S.), Jacqueline Friedland (Canada), Sam Gutterman (U.S., Chair of Insurance Accounting Committee), Burt Jay (U.S.), Kouichi Kojima (Japan), Kurt Lambrechts (Belgium), Chris Lewis (Australia), Katy Martin (IAA Secretariat), Bob Miccolis (U.S.), Jim Milholland (U.S.), Yoshio Nakamura (Japan), Riccardo Ottaviani (Italy), G Sarma (India), A. David Pelletier (Canada), Ana Martins Pereira (Portugal), Godfrey Perrott (U.S.), Thomas Ringstead (Denmark), John Poole (India), Henry Siegel (U.S.), Yoshihiro Takahashi (Japan), Arseny Timakov (Russia), Doug van Dam (U.S.), Charles Vincensini (France), Derek Wright (U.K.).

November 12

1. Introductions were made of attendees and the agenda was reviewed and agreed to.  Sam Gutterman chaired the meeting, due to the absence of David Congram and Francis Ruygt. 

2. The minutes of the Tallinn meeting were approved.

3. The Subcommittee Activity Report was reviewed, with major projects to be covered at this meeting including:

a. Letter of Intent to change current IASP 2 and draft template for future IASPs – a joint effort with the Professionalism Committee


b. Stochastic Modeling Book


c. Translation of current IASPs

d. Internal Models – the Insurance Regulation Committee will finalize their draft relating to capital assessment in the near future.  No discussion of it occurred. 


e. Plan for Insurance phase 2 IASPs

4. Held a brief discussion of the subcommittee’s new Terms of Reference – minor changes have been made to the previous version, including reference to International Actuarial Notes (IANs) and the new format for TORs.


5. Status of Stochastic Modeling Book.  We have received a final text from Milliman, the author team, while waiting for the final version of accompanying Excel charts.  Next step is final typesetting/formatting and posting online in the next four weeks or so.  Viewing online is expected to be free but printing will require a nominal fee.  A paper version is expected to be available in January and will be sold for a modest cost.  CAS concerns have been addressed, with a signoff from all APOG members.  The APOG held a rigorous discussion of the title and a final title has been settled on – Stochastic Modeling: Theory and Reality from an Actuarial Perspective.  A summary of the book was presented recently at both Mexican and SOA meetings in the last two months; a template PowerPoint presentation will be made available for other associations.  The marketing of the book will be discussed on the 14th, as will the desirability of tackling another topic.  In addition, simultaneous discussion of the Risk Margins paper will be held.  


6. A discussion was held on the proposed revision of IASP 2, Actuarial Practice.  Sam provided a short history of the IASP and its current joint status with the IAA Pensions and Employee Benefits Committee.  The next stage is to decide whether to revise the IASP and whether it should become an IASP or an IAN.  Held a discussion of the proposed approach to take in developing a Letter of Intent (LOI) for IASP 2 that has to be approved by the IAA Council prior to commencement of its development.  A small task force had been formed to prepare this LOI in accordance with due process rules.  Currently IASP 2 is an old version IASP similar in intent and language to the new IAN.  The subcommittee will discuss later in the agenda the development of a model IASP template by the Professionalism Committee.  The issue is whether to incorporate the current IASP 2 into either the IASP or IAN template (discussions regarding the new IAN template will begin after the IASP template has been agreed to).  The intention was to develop it to be one or more IASPs, although several important issues remain to be decided upon, such as what material should be placed in which IASP or IAN on this topic.  The current version of the LOI has the subcommittee being the responsible IAA group designated to draft it, in conjunction with the Pensions and Employee Benefits Committee.  

We will have decide whether to start from scratch or primarily redraft the current contents, possibly separating it into parts to become either IASPs or IANs and whether these would be drafted by this subcommittee or other committees (Letter A or Letter B).  The Professionalism Committee is discussing whether or not IASPs and IANs should be single topic.  The results of our discussion will be provided to the Professionalism Committee to help them in their deliberations. 


Comments made included:


a. This is a strategic discussion for the IAA (i.e., whether to have IASPs)

b. IASP 2 was developed as a combined basis to also address various aspects of actuarial practice under IFRS.  The LOI needs to include a justification for moving ahead with an IASP.  It will be discussed at our Cape Town meeting. 

c. A reason to prepare an IASP (or a several IASPs and IANs) is to maintain the credibility of the actuarial profession and of the IAA in particular.  We have now established our credibility with the IASB and we need to maintain it.


d. Much of insurance is become dominated by multi-national companies.  It would be desirable for these companies to look to a single international actuarial standard rather than multiple different ones.


e. The IAA has received several requests for guidance on some specific topics (several of which are currently part of IASP 2).


f. There was no specific discussion as the whether or how to separate it into parts, although it was noted that the Professionalism Committee has expressed a desire to split it into topics, e.g., data, communication models, by being more general and not specific to IFRS practice. 

g. If an IASP is developed, a national association could choose to adopt some or all of the IASP.


h. Taking an attitude that we cannot do it may doom us to not doing anything.


i. The profession will benefit from an international model, including IAS, even if not all countries can implement them because of local custom or laws.


j. Some non-actuaries may not want actuaries to set standards that are an interpretation of IFRS; as a result, we must be quite careful in its development. 

k. A professional body needs standards or there is nothing to discipline a member against (but note that this could always be done against the code of conduct).  

l. If an actuary is working in a different country that where the actuary is a member, he/she may not know the standard to apply in that different country.  Having a model sets a baseline level of expected standard of work.  The Professionalism Committee is currently discussing this issue.

m. It helps the profession to be more effective by having a model standard so that work done in different countries might be compared, even if the model standard is not a professional standard in a particular country.


n. Other professions and international regulatory bodies have developed or are developing model standards.  Actuaries should develop model standards as part of sustaining the profession as a profession.


o. We urgently need a high quality standard(s) for the application of IFRS.  We need to focus on single topic standards; otherwise it may/will take too long to produce a model standard to meet the need for all of the individual topics.


p. An important issue to consider is accessibility and ease of use for the individual actuary, that may lead to a single standard that would be less complex.  


q. Single topic standards are easier for local associations to adopt and update.


r. The Groupe Consultative is in the process of developing a model standard copied from US and European models on communications for possible use in conjunction with Solvency II.  [On the next day at the Presidents Forum meeting, some discussion of a move to a mandatory IAA standard was held.]

s. The Indian association would find it useful to have model international standards to refer to.  India currently looks at standards at other countries to develop their standards.  The Institute of Actuaries of India would prefer to point to international model standards rather than a specific countries standards to support their position.


t. It was anticipated that the subcommittee would develop IANs, but at a later date and in conjunction with phase 2 of the Insurance Contracts project.


u. The IAA does not have the authority to issue interpretations of IFRSs.


v. Does not believe the IAA should have a standard on IFRS because it would not be needed everywhere in the world, since IFRS will not be completely global (although it will be close).


w. It is rare that standards deal with topics that are governed by law.


x. Interpretations of IFRS will have to be developed by individual preparers of IFRS statements.  Actuaries should be provided relevant guidance to help them in their role related to IFRS statements.  This is so that the individual actuary does not have to reinvent appropriate approaches, thus likely to result in further differences in practice.


y. Current draft version A covers both insurance and employee benefits practice for IFRS, while draft version B deals only with insurance.  A majority, but not a consensus of those attending appeared to lean toward the further development of A.

z. Many of the topics covered under a standard would be common across practice areas.


aa. A discussant was in favour of practical reasons Pensions & Employee Benefits will have separate standards from insurance standards because IFRS standards are separate for these areas.  Others disagreed, consistent with the joint status of current IASP 2.

ab. Experience in Australia was discussed where they tried to come up with a standard that would be limited to meeting legislative requirements did not work out.  In the end, they found that a standard that dealt with actuarial practice and principles was more appropriate than one dealing with just the detailed law.


ac. Standards need to be general rather than specific in nature because actuaries will apply the general principles in specific circumstances.  In general there was support for a principles-based standard.

ad. It is easier to write a standard where only one group was involved in the drafting, rather than having a joint task force with representatives from multiple committees.  The other committees than can adopt or suggest changes in the first committee's work.


ae. It is unlikely that, as actuaries, we would put too much into one standard.


af. We are only going to put into a standard items that can be agreed upon, which will tend to limit the breadth of the standard.


ag. However, the IASPs would need to be specific enough that it could be used to discipline a member.


ah. The consensus of those attending was that actuarial standards will be needed for actuaries practicing under IFRS.  The subcommittee did not hold a formal vote, as there was not a final paper to approve.  There was no discussion of precisely how many IASPs would be developed.  The view was expressed that this should remain open in the LOI until the IASP was being developed.  


ai. Next steps – the LOI and the template will be discussed by the Professionalism Committee on the 14th.  We will also discuss the various aspects of the LOI effort in the joint meeting with the Pensions and Employee Benefits Committee on the 14th.   We will proceed to develop a LOI for presentation at Council in Cape Town. 
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7. (Current) IASPs 3-13 


Do these all become IANs or should any be thrown out? Answer may be that they all still stay. In process of review, if we discover that it is no longer needed, then it can be recommended for removal.


· It was noted that it is not a trivial process to reformat these documents.


· How much effort do we want to put into this?


· Can they all be wrapped around a single memo that changes them from the old IASPs to new IANs?


· Can we simply change the cover page and do other easy fixes?


Jim Milholland suggested that we pick one and make the necessary changes if we believe that the effort required to make needed changes will be worthwhile.


Jim Doherty referred to notes from Tallinn – the following is an extract from those minutes:


Had a discussion about: “What should be done about the current IASP 3-12?” It was observed that the first priority of the Subcommittee should be to address IASP 2 and Insurance Contracts Phase 2 issues.  The options for the current IASP 3-12 appear to include


1. leave these IASPs as is;


2. keep their content the same, but include a new cover page describing that they are IANs; and/or 


3. put a description of their nature on the website.  


Comments made during discussion indicated this was a question for the Professionalism committee to decide and not our Subcommittee. Nevertheless, the Professionalism Committee has asked the Subcommittee what is our position on this question. After discussion, we agreed that the website be updated to clarify that current IASPs 2-12 are educational notes and that changes to the cover page be made once the Professionalism committee provides direction as to what should be included.


Jacque suggested that we start with the IASP 3, Classification of Contracts


Jacque and Mark F and Derek (leader) – timing would be to have this ready for South Africa (30 days before) – Jacque will ask Katy for the Word document.


8. IASP 2

IASP 2 – Option A.  The Professionalism Committee is moving toward making the new IASP address more general topics.  As a result, the new version may remove references to IFRS.

The subcommittee discussed the question of whether there is another IAA committee that should be writing such general standards.  The decision was made that, at least as of now, to move ahead under the name of insurance accounting and pension accounting committees just to keep it moving.  Although the letter of intent should be specific to insurance and pension accounting under IFRS, Council could broaden scope to other areas (regulatory, reinsurance, etc.) if they choose to do so.  We will have to complete the final version of IASP by the first week in January to get onto the Cape Town 60-day agenda. 

9. Marketing of IAA Generated Materials


Marketing of stochastic book – brainstorming for ideas


a) Develop a formal marketing plan


b) Promote book and actively pursue sales


c) This could be the first of a series of books/monographs on actuarial methods and related issues


d) Contact Admissions VP, Eligibility VPs, etc. of the various actuarial organizations


e) Presentations at actuarial meetings and conferences (Sam has presentation document – there is a general segment and 2 case studies) – can be offered at meetings of national organizations and affiliates


f) Contact all universities with actuarial programs (Katy should have this list)


g) Electronic fliers to actuaries


h) Articles in actuarial newsletters – create a similar article for all magazines/periodicals – this article should be available from day one – i.e., need now – should make use of the oversight group, as David is putting huge amount of resources and personal effort 


i) Get additional representatives from our subcommittee to assist with marketing (Dave and Jim Doherty volunteered)


j) Education Committee of UK body is aware of book


k) Australia – a university has been involved in peer review, with a good chance that it will be incorporated in to the overall education requirements in Australia


l) An initial print run of 2,000 hard copies


m) Need point person/contact with each member actuarial organization to more effectively encourage distribution


n) On Katy’s agenda (per David Finnis)


o) Place press release and order form on IAA website


p) Keep track of presentations made and articles published or e-published

q) Have active website for book 


r) May want to brand it – for example, in the presentation that Sam made, put an IAA identifier (e.g., logo) on the first 19 pages 


s) We will likely want to add extensions to the book – possibly new case studies.  These would not need to be done by the original authors since IAA owns copyright – these may be country-specific case studies.

t) Question asked: Could this be turned into web-based training? Like an internet module? Potential for future, alternative approaches – could involve educators as well.  Will pursue with member associations with elearning experience

u) The monograph does have excel files accompanying the case studies

v) Need feedback mechanism regarding its use, particularly from committee and subcommittee members


w) The IAA point person should be Katy.

Risk Margins paper


A similar discussion was conducted regarding our Risk Margins paper.


a) Should the marketing method used be similar to that of the stochastic modeling book?


b) Although the paper did not go through the same review process as the book did, it did go through two public exposure drafts. 

c) Henry indicated that it was not designed to be an authoritative text, rather it was a research paper


d) According to Bob Miccolis, some of it is now somewhat dated, especially references to IASB and IAIS developments

e) Let Admissions VPs, Eligibility VPs, etc., of actuarial organizations know that it is available


f) May need to slice and dice it, and use parts of it as appropriate and as applicable – educational committees will make the call on its use

g) Can be incorporated as educational notes of member organizations (like the Canadian Institute of Actuaries has done for P&C insurance margins for adverse deviation

h) More of an “awareness campaign” rather than for promotion and sale (i.e., not a hard sale, but rather to make sure everyone knows it is available)


10. Do we undertake a new book (monograph) project? 


100% of respondents to the committee's Zoomerang survey responded yes to a similar effort.

Why do we think our Stochastic Modeling book will be such a success and should be duplicated before it has been published?  New insurance financial reporting requirements around the world have led to modeling requirements that were greater than what we had available educational material to support – thus, such an effort was needed and timely.

What is the next needed topic?  Who will take the role that David Congram took for the Stochastic Modeling book and drive the process and get sponsorship or will the next project different?


The answer given was that we should undertake further educational efforts – but next question is what area?


a) The Zoomerang survey indicated that the most popular topic of those responding involved the area of discount rates


b) Almost all of the questions raised at Sam's Presidents Forum presentation on the insurance project concerned discount rates

c) IASB is not expected to provide detailed guidance or specify techniques regarding discount rates, which raises the question of where is guidance or assistance going to come from?

d) There are UK professionals, not necessarily actuaries, who are providing some black box response to this issue


e) Sam’s concern is that we (insurance and pension accounting committees) have not nailed down our own opinions on what or how an actuary should determine discount rates; this issue is not a simple one, but by the time the work actually will begin on it, some further direction may have become available

f) Mark Freedman referred to the American Academy of Actuaries' paper on discounting, attached to the agenda; Sam noted that its scope was relatively narrow in relation to the wide range of possible discount rate issues.

Assuming that we will proceed, the discussion then turned to determine how we best address this topic.  One thing is that we cannot develop just another black box or approach that is too theoretical in nature.  

The following are the points raised regarding the topic of discount rates:

a) Henry – What should the title be, what will it contain, how can you write it without knowing what standard the IASB will have, what is the real topic?  Something on discount rates, yes – but need more specificity than that before beginning an educational project. 

b) Sam – it may take several iterations to refine (just as the stochastic modeling RFP took multiple iterations before it was finalized) – it will also be refined by the responders to RFP.

c) Mark – if we are going to include within the scope the pension area, then we need to work with them on RFP.

d) Dave – before leaping into this issue, we should spend more time evaluating the process used for the stochastic book development – he reviewed history/series of developments with the stochastic text.  He is concerned about leaping into subject matter, as there is a need to build up the rationale for it before jumping into it.  This covers what is the scope, what are the objectives, and how should we go about doing it?


e) Sam – we do need to ensure we understand our objectives prior to issuing an RFP.

f) Alexander – there exist many different ways to determine discount rates, including traditional and market-consistent approaches; we do not simply want a summary of approaches that have been used over past 50 years.  We should look at this topic in an economic measurement sense.  Possibly we should not call it discount rates, but economic measurement of cash flows, or how do you measure cash flows in a market consistent manner.  However, now we use yield curves, and not a single discount rate.

g) Guy – such an effort is likely to be multi-disciplined to be effective, consideration of duration, investment management, and enterprise risk management is needed.

h) Sam – our committee may take the lead, but other committees are likely to want to be involved eventually.

i) Jim M – timing is important, as the profession may need answers quick and this book could take years to develop.

j) Sam – noted some of the types of issues that could be addressed include: how do you split credit vs. illiquidity elements (some finance people say it cannot be done, but the Bank of England has said that it can be), how to determine a proper discount rate for durations longer than available publicly traded securities, currency risk, credit risk 


k) Jim D – research may needed in addition to synthesis of existing material

l) Bob M suggested that a lot has already written about discount rates.  He suggested that the topic of correlation and diversification effects may be more useful, i.e., looking at systemic risks that include highly correlated risks for which not much has been written about it.  Jacque supported this topic.


· Henry indicated that a great book could be written about the history of correlation in financial crises over the last 20 years. Guy supported the need for a study of frequency of crises.


· Sam’s reaction was that this was great topic for one or more papers, rather than for a book.  He suggested that this might be a topic to go to AFIR and ask for them to sponsor a call for papers focusing on this issue.


m) Jim M reminded the committee not to lose sight of the success of stochastic modeling, possibly due to its timeliness.  He suggested not to make the topic so big that we cannot deliver it to those who will need the guidance/education in a timely manner.

Alexander reminded everyone that we do not have unlimited resources, particularly in view that our focus should be to provide guidance to the profession and industry on the upcoming insurance IFRS.  This topic may turn out to be a distraction, unless we believe that we can handle both efforts over the next year.

· Sam was optimistic that we can handle it, as most of the work will be conducted by the approved author team.

· Jim – the stochastic modeling book did not distract this group significantly – thus, he was not worried about this.  Let’s not ruminate too long on coming to a decision to proceed – let’s make it now. (Sam agreed)


· Jacque responded to Alexander – this will actually relieve some of our burden of education of one of the major building blocks for measurement of insurance liabilities. 

There was a vote to move forward, with one no vote (Thomas R).  We will form a small group to proceed – Jim D volunteered to assist in the first (RFP) stage of this project.

11. IASPs and IANs

IASP Template and Letter of Intent (LOI) - status

Overall, no conceptual concerns were raised regarding the template for future IASPs.  A final version should be approved by the Professionalism Committee in mid-December.  An electronic vote will be held as soon as possible so that it can be forwarded to Council, hopefully ready for Council in Cape Town.

The Professionalism Committee believes that an IASP should cover only one topic, defined very narrowly.  The Professionalism Committee appears to be willing to have generic standards, possibly with specific insurance standards and pension standards although that may not be necessary.  Once approved, the template will be binding for all new IASPs.  No objections were raised regarding the issue of translation and different countries would likely translate them.  

Godfrey indicated that it was his view that the current draft of the proposed LOI is insufficient and more work is needed.  He doubts that the LOI can be ready for Cape Town (Sam disagreed).  Godfrey pointed out that a rebuttable presumption (in part due to the subsidiarity principle) is needed before IASP development could proceed; that is, a higher standard than we would “like to produce one” is needed.  

The SOI must show that the required six criteria are satisfied.  The SOI must describe the purpose of the proposed IASP in general terms and provide a general scope of the proposed IASP.  The SOI must be approved by subcommittee and committee by vote, hopefully prior to the 60-day Cape Town agenda (early January).  In addition, the Professionalism Committee must provide its opinion in a report, hopefully available by the 30 day agenda, without which Council action could not move forward.  Possibly the final version could be attached to the 30-day agenda rather than the 60-day agenda, as long as it was included as an agenda item on the later. 

Sam conveyed comments made at the Presidents Forum meeting that indicated that at least some are willing to consider mandatory (rather than model) IAA standards.  This in part is due to the increasingly international arena in which actuaries practice and the drive toward international convergence of standards in many areas (e.g., accounting, auditing, real estate and intangible asset appraisals).   Reference was made to developments in the area of Solvency II for which cross-country standards may be imposed on the profession.  Stefan reported that similar discussions regarding developments across Europe that might lead to IAA mandatory standards (Sam referred to this as a convergence process).

Henry sought clarification of how nation-specific standards and EU standards would interact.  The standards would be issued by the European Commission and would be mandatory for the purpose intended.  The Group Consultatif has proposed to develop a set of draft standards on behalf of European Commission, hoped to be issued as standards under Solvency II, but only for purpose of compliance with Solvency II.  It hopes that they will cover not only specific technical standards, but also general qualification standards.  It is their desire that all member organizations will adopt and make them mandatory for their members – e.g., the UK will be free to adopt or not adopt, but will have to apply for deviation from Solvency II.  Based on the proposal, the responsibility for the discipline process will reside within national actuarial associations. 

IAN Development and Management

The subcommittee addressed how to proceed to develop Phase 2 IANs (and IASPs, if any).  However the approach to be taken was not decided at this meeting, in part because we do not know yet what the revised IFRS 4 will consist of.  With respect to the existing IANs, some may be outdated, e.g., the IASP just adopted IFRS 9 that replaces a significant part of IAS 39; as a result, some of our existing guidance is no longer correct.

Stefan indicated that we will need to consider whether current IASPs are still correct under new circumstances (due to IASB action).  He believes that our decision regarding whether or how to move the current IASPs to the new IAN style (to be determined once the IASP template is adopted) should be – if outdated, then do not convert, although if little effort is needed they might be updated.

Jim M suggested that as the current ones become outdated, they might better be pulled.  Sam indicated that we need to evaluate what is said on our current website.  We will likely need to provide a warning that the actuary reviewing or following one of the current IASPs (2 - 13), the actuary should verify that references are still current and relevant.  We need to include a clear statement that since some of the IFRS/IASs have been replaced or modified, the actuary should review their relevance prior to implementing them.  Sam welcomed volunteers to help maintain the website.

IASPs/IANs for Insurance Contracts Phase 2


The subcommittee discussed the creation of a drafting task force to be ready to work on educational materials as the IASB Phase 2 ED on insurance contracts project is issued.  Topics for IANs are needed that focus on issues for actuarial practitioners, e.g. how to adjust the discount rate for liquidity.  


Volunteers were sought to serve on the drafting team for Insurance Contracts phase 2.  Jacque Friedland, Jim Milholland, Jim Doherty and Stefan Engeländer volunteered.


12. Translation


No translation report from Mexico/Spain regarding the Spanish translation.

Most of the IASPs have been translated into Japanese.  They were now working on translating the Risk Margins working group paper that they hope will become available by end of year


The Dutch association is in the process of translating IASPs – they have completed a couple of them, and are now deciding of those remaining, which are worthwhile to continue and what may be superseded with Phase II.  The Dutch version will be for reference, as the English version is binding.

There is no current intention to translate the Stochastic Modeling book into French.


13. Next meeting – March  2010 in Cape Town.

Respectfully submitted, 

Mark Freedman and Jacque Friedland
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